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ABSTRACT

In the present paper� a new approach to region mo�
tion description and estimation is introduced� which re�
sults particularly suitable for segmentation�based cod�
ing strategies for very low bit�rate video coding� Region
motion is described through a variable number of mo�
tion vectors �MV�s� applied to speci�c control points�
No information about this control points is required to
be transmitted� as their determination is based on in�
formation available at the decoder� Results show an im�
portant net bit�rate saving for QCIF images using this
new approach versus the standard translational model�
Transmission at rates below �	 kbit
s with very high
image quality are achieved�

� INTRODUCTION

Motion description is a key point in most of the di�er�
ent approaches to region�based video coding for very low
bit�rate transmission ��� Among them� segmentation�
based hybrid video codecs appear as an interesting alter�
native� where image analysis techniques are merged with
a traditional video coding scheme in order to provide
advanced functionalities �selective coding� user interac�
tion� etc�� along with high coding e�ciency� Typically�
in these approaches information related to segmentation
�region description�� motion estimation� and prediction
error has to be transmitted to the decoder�
In our system approach� region description is avoided
through a combined forward
backward motion estima�
tion strategy ���� In this context� the coding of video
at very low bit�rates can only be achieved with the help
of advanced region�based prediction techniques which
make unnecessary the transmission of the prediction er�
ror �DFD� excepting for very small areas of the pic�
ture ����
In the present paper� a new approach to region motion
description and estimation is introduced� which results
particularly suitable for the abovementioned scheme�

� REGION�BASED CODING WITHOUT

CONTOUR TRANSMISSION

The region�based coding scheme without contour trans�
mission� introduced in ��� ��gure ��� operates by �rst
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Figure �� Block diagram of the region�based hybrid
video codec�

segmenting a reference image �I�t � �� �the previous
reconstructed image� and then applying a mixed for�
ward
backward motion estimation strategy� Forward
motion estimation is carried out by �nding a correspon�
dence for each region of the reference image �S�t � ��
�also available at the decoder� in the image to be coded
I�t�� For those areas in this image which are not covered
by the mapping of the reference image regions� predic�
tions are obtained by backward motion compensation�
As the previously decoded image is used as the refer�
ence image� the segmentation can be performed by the
decoder� making unnecessary the transmission of the re�
gion contours� Prediction error is segmented and se�
lectively coded� providing the required �exibility to be
adapted to very low bit�rate transmissions�
The advantages of removing the contour information
from the video stream extend beyond the obvious saving
in bit�rate� as the segmentation operation results also al�
leviated from the requirement of providing smooth� easy
to code contours�

� MULTIVECTORMOTION DESCRIPTION

The limitations of the standard rigid translation model
of the motion of a region are well known� On the
other hand� the alternatives to this approach that can
be found in the literature are oriented to the descrip�
tion of the evolution of large regions� and their applica�
tion for small areas would result very expensive both in
terms of computational cost and transmission bit�rate�
The a�ne transformation �	�� for example� requires the



transmission of six parameters� three times more than
the rigid translation model�
Consequently� there is a clear need for region motion
description methods which �a� are scalable in the num�
ber of parameters� depending on the size of the region
and the complexity of its motion� �b� are able to cope
with a wide variety of motion types and reshaping of
the regions� and �c� allow for the computation of the
parameters with a reasonable cost� taking into account
the great number of regions in the same image to which
the model has to be �tted�
Multivector motion description �MMD� is an al�
ternative devised in order to meet these requirements
which consists of two independent but perfectly inte�
grating components� a syntax for the description of the
motion of a region and� a low computational cost algo�
rithm for the direct obtention of the motion parameters�
The key of the approach consists in the adaptive selec�
tion for each region of one� two or more points� named
control points� for which the motion is transmitted� and
the obtention of the motion for the region through the
adjustment of a suitable motion model to the transmit�
ted data�
Depending on the number of MV�s and the type of mo�
tion vector interpolation in the receiver� the approach
can be made equivalent to di�erent classical motion
models or extend these models to include wider forms
of temporal evolution of the region� More speci�cally�
the following correspondence has been found suitable�

� One motion vector� rigid translation�

� Two motion vectors� isomorphic transform

� Three motion vectors� a�ne transform

� Four motion vectors� perspective projection

In our implementation each region is adaptively assigned
a variable number of vectors on the basis of its size and
contribution to the global prediction error� In the case
of a single MV� the standard translational model re�
sults� and the vector is obtained by region matching� In
the case of more than one MV� the control points are
selected so that a compromise is achieved between the
two following conditions�

�� Any pair of control points are far�apart enough from
each other to show di�erent MV values in case of
non�translational motion�

�� The distance between any pixel of the region and
the nearest control point is not excessive� so that
the motion of each region point can be considered
highly correlated with that of the nearest control
point� Therefore� no large errors after motion in�
terpolation are achieved�

Together with these two conditions� another restric�
tion is imposed to keep minimum the increment of the

amount of motion information due to the use of MMD�
the algorithm to determine the control points must be
based on information available at the decoder� There�
fore� control points coordinates could be directly recov�
ered at the decoder� so that no transmission of informa�
tion apart from the MV values is required�

In the computation of the MV�s� a locally translational
model is applied ���� Computation accuracy will rely on
the control point neighbourhood considered for the esti�
mation� Motion interpolation for the other pixels of the
region is carried out by adjusting the estimated MV�s
to an a�ne model� Di�erent restrictions are imposed
to this model depending on the number of transmitted
MV�s� In this way� the expensive gradient�based search
computation of the model parameters is avoided�

��� Control points determination

As stated before� our system approach to region�based
video coding for very low bit�rate transmission avoids
the transmission of any region description through a
combined forward
backward motion estimation strat�
egy� Motion estimation and compensation is based on
regions� whose determination is strictly based on infor�
mation available at the decoder� The same philosophy is
applied to the determination of the control points� and
the algorithm is based mainly on the regions shape�

Stemming from the two conditions stated in the previous
section to drive the control points selection� these con�
trol points can be understood as representative points of
the motion of region pixels closer to them� Thus� given
a region R� the determination of N control points will
lead to a partition where a region pixel is assigned to
the closest control point�

In order to determine this partition� a region�growing
strategy is applied� The starting points for the process
�initial control points� are �xed as the N region contour
points whose inter�distance sum is maximum�points are
far enough to likely show di�erent motion in case of
non�translational motion�� Region pixels are then iter�
atively labeled as belonging to one of the control point
subregions keeping always two conditions� connectivity
to pixels already assigned to the subregion and� mini�
mum distance to the control point� Control points are
updated at each iteration� becoming the centroids of the
labeled pixels�

A hierarchical block�based implementation of this gen�
eral strategy has been carried out� Location of con�
trol points� as basically region�shape dependent� is per�
formed on very low resolution segmented images� Fur�
ther re�nement on higher resolution images bene�ts of
operating on restricted region areas� On the other hand�
groups of connected pixels �blocks� are used instead of
single pixels at each iteration� so the number of itera�
tions is strongly reduced� Besides� parallel implemen�
tations can be easily undertaken to achieve real time
operation�



Figure �� Image � of Miss America� Left� Segmentation with motion vectors on it� Center� Vector �eld using the
standard translational model on the image regions� Upper right� Translational motion description of the white region
under her left eye� showing the single MV� Lower right� Motion description of the same region showing the control
points �square black blocks� and the two MV�s�

� RESULTS

Tests have been conducted on QCIF formatMiss Amer�

ica �MA� and Claire �CL� sequences� with temporal res�
olution of � images per second� Analysis of the results
will be focused on the application of the Multivector
Motion Description �MMD� approach presented in this
work to very low bit�rate video coding� In this context�
the region�based video codec without contour transmis�
sion introduced in section � ��gure �� will be used�

The impact of using �MMD� instead of the simple trans�
lational model within the codec is studied in terms of�
the quality of the resulting motion compensated images
��I�t� in �g� ��� the amount of motion information to
be transmitted �Vf and Vb in �g� ��� and the result�
ing transmission bit�rate �motion information plus dfd
in �g� �� keeping constant the average quality of the
reconstructed images� Quality measures are provided
evaluating the similarity between original images I�t�
and either motion compensated ��I�t�� or reconstructed
��I�t��� For the similarity measure� the peak signal to
noise ratio �PSNR� is used� de�ned as�
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where N�M are respectively the number of rows and
columns of the images� and the pixel di�erence between
the original image �pt� and either the compensated ��pt �
�pt� or reconstructed ��pt � �pt� images is considered as the
error�

The average number of regions resulting from the seg�
mentation are� �� for Miss America and �� for Claire�
The use of the simple rigid translational motion model
would imply a single MV per region for forward motion
compensation �Vf �� Thus� an average number of �� and
�� motion vectors per image is used for forward motion
compensation of MA and CL� Backward motion com�

pensation is reduced to a few number of regions because
most of the uncovered regions are motion interpolated�

The use of the MMD approach forces to decide to which
regions control points and multipleMV�s estimation will
be carried out� Three types of information are evaluated
to take this decision� the region size� the prediction er�
ror per region pixel achieved after motion compensa�
tion� and specially for very low bit�rates� a motion ac�
tivity detector� For very small regions� the MMD will
not be appropriate because the estimated motion vec�
tors would be likely noise a�ected� while for very large
regions� region partitions will be too large to assume
motion correlation for some groups of region pixels� On
the other hand� the activity detector allows to drive the
application of the MMD to those regions which likely
will better bene�t from a more accurate motion com�
pensation strategy�

Tests results present an average �� � for MA and �� �
for CL of the regions whose motion is described through
multipleMV�s� implying around a � � increment in the
number of MV�s to be transmitted for both sequences�
In terms of the number of bits per region devoted to mo�
tion information coding� the increase is not proportional
to the increase in the number of transmitted MV�s� The
high correlation generally present among the MV�s es�
timated to describe a region motion can be exploited
to highly e�ciently code them� for example� using ad�
vanced predictive MV coding strategies� The �gure �
shows the result of applying MMD to a sample region
of Miss America�

Concerning the resulting motion compensated images
��I�t��� the quality when using only the simple trans�
lational model is compared with that obtained apply�
ing MMD� The gain using MMD is in the average of
� dB for MA and ���� dB for CL� being this di�erence
produced mainly by the higher complexity of the claire
movements� Figure  presents an example of the accu�
racy achieved when using MMD� The attention is cen�



Figure � Miss America coded � imgs
sec at 	�kb
s� mouth detail� Upper�left� Image  of the original
sequence� Lower�left� Image � of the original sequence� Center� Motion compensated image �� Movement
is described with a single MV per region in the upper image� and with a variable number of MV�s �between
one and three� for the lower one� Right� Reconstructed image � at 	�kb
s after motion compensation
with one �Upper� or up to three �Lower� MV�s�

tered on the mouth of Miss America in two consecutive
images of the sequence to be coded� The left images
show the original previous �upper� and current �lower�
images to be coded� The center images present the re�
sult after motion compensation with a single MV de�
scription �upper� and applying MMD �lower�� As it can
be observed� with the simple translational model the
mouth is almost not modi�ed after motion compensa�
tion� looking very di�erent from the target �lower�left��
Applying MMD� the result after motion compensation
�lower�center� is very similar to the target �lower�left��
As a direct consequence� the prediction error with the
translational model will be much higher than with the
MMD �and so the number of bits required to code it��
The right images of the same �gure show the recon�
structed images with one �upper� or up to three �lower�
MV�s�
Considering global transmission bit�rates� where bits de�
voted to motion information and prediction error coding
are included� and a �xed average signal to noise ratio
�PSNR� of � dB for MA and � dB for CL sequences�
a net bit�rate saving above ��� for MA and ��� for
CL has been found using the new motion description
approach in comparison with the simple translational
model� The small increment in the number of bits de�
voted to code motion information is clearly compensated
by the �nal reduction in the transmitted prediction er�
ror�

� CONCLUSIONS

A new approach to region motion description and esti�
mation based on a variable number of vectors applied

to speci�c control points has been presented� Control
points transmission is dramatically eliminated� making
this new strategy particularly suitable for video coding
for very low bit�rate transmission� Results showing its
applicability in the context of a segmentation�based hy�
brid video codec have been presented�
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